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UMD Master Plan Update Purpose

1) Develop Strategies for Campus Change and Growth
2) Create agreed upon Guiding Principles
3) Establish Priorities
4) Document Ideas
5) Build Support and Enthusiasm
1) Establish a clear campus edge on College and Woodland

2) Establish primary campus entries

3) Maintain and strengthen the “Academic Village”

4) Connect the campus to the regional environment

5) Visibly manifest sustainability
UMD Master Plan Goals

Develop a “Focal Point” for the UMD Campus

Create a “Front Door” for the UMD Campus

Make the UMD Campus more “Visible”

“Connect” the UMD Campus to Woodland Avenue

Create a “Pedestrian and Bicycle Friendly” UMD Campus

Connect and “Integrate” UMD Campus into the City of Duluth

Enhance “Visual Quality” of UMD Campus
# UMD Master Plan Document Content

## Table of Contents

### Master Plan Update Contents

- **Introduction**
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- **Overview**
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  - Master Plan Assumptions

- **Planning Framework**
  - Guiding Principles
  - Goals
  - City of Duluth Small Area Plan
  - Changes/New Directions

### Plan Elements and Guidance

- **Land Use**

- **Public Spaces and Buildings**
  - Buildings
  - Open Space
  - Natural Features/Systems

- **Movement and Circulation**
  - Pedestrians
  - Bicycles
  - Transit
  - Vehicles

- **Parking**

- **Community Connections**

- **Additional Considerations**

### Implementation

- Priorities/Phasing
- Long Term

### Appendix

1. Acknowledgements
2. Process Summary
3. Board of Regents Principals for Master Plans
4. Area Vignettes
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Entries and Gateways
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Creating a “Front Door” and Focal Point
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Illustrative View of Potential Future Solon Lawn and Kirby Expansion
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NATURAL FEATURES AND SYSTEMS
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Movement and Circulation - Pedestrian Framework

Primary Interior Routes
Future New/Improved Interior Routes
Exterior Routes
Future New/Improved Exterior Routes
Movement and Circulation - Transit
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Campus Gateway
Campus Marker
Bike/Ped Path
Ballfield Fencing
ILLUSTRATIVE VIEW OF NEW CAMPUS ENTRY DRIVE
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ILLUSTRATIVE VIEW OF FUTURE BUILDING ALONG CAMPUS ENTRY DRIVE
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